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How He Gets Away With It
Donald Trump has an algorithm to not get caught by the civil authorities on his lies or his

crimes. It is based on his deep native understanding of lying and the power of fiat lies.

Trumps Twitter Algorithm to Not Get Indicted:

Here is the algorithm, roughly in the Basic Programming Language — about as deep as

he can get. It reflects his utter lack of empathy, lack of imagination, lack of sane reason,

and his psychopathology to persist:

10 Get a Random Number for $Trumpcard

20 If $Trumpcard is Zero or Positive then Commit a
Crime in Plain Sight;

30 If $Trumpcard is Negative then Make Up an
Impossible Lie in Plain Sight;

40 Get the $Response;

50 If $Response is 0 = Confuted GOTO 80;

60 CounterAccuse a Lie to the $Response;

70 GOTO 40;

80 Lie about Winning; GOTO 10;

90 END; — Convicted of Impeachment or Program
Crashes
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Where, “confute” is an English word that means “bring to naught” — related to confuse,

and “counteraccuse” is also an English word that means turn the accusation back on the

accuser.

This algorithm has certain factual assumptions which explain his climb to power:

1. His deeds can be seen widely in plain sight.

2. He can respond immediately as fast as the responses are made in plain sight.

His objective is to be tried in the court of public opinion so that he can avoid being

indicted where he cannot continue his algorithm. The program stalls if he cannot be seen

in plain sight (i.e., cannot tweet or be on TV).

He can win the court of public opinion because he can lie well about his lies or crimes. If

needed he consults lawyers to help him with his lying counteraccusations or wins.

If he wins, he has confuted all argument on his crime or his big lie before the the

authorities can catch him. The confutation effectively destroys the credibility of the

dialogue that can indict him.

To understand lies and the Internet Court of Lies needed to stop him see:

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race

The Internet Court of Lies

medium.com

To understand why confutation and counteraccusation are so effective see Chapter 40 of

“How to Get Your Privacy Back” on Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/How-Get-Your-

Privacy-Back/dp/B07DWFCDTS/

To see The Internet Court of Lies case against Trump see Chapter 16 of “The Internet

Court of Lies” on Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/How-Get-Your-Lies-

Back/dp/B07R448S2L/

You crash the program by knowing how it works and knowing it is not going to Make

America Great Again. He depends on a lack of vigilance by every Patriot as asked by

George Washington to preserve the Republic.
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George Washington’s Case for Convicting Donald Trump

Truth to Power
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